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a b s t r a c t 
We have previously shown that INS-fMRI is a rapid method for mapping mesoscale brain networks in the macaque 
monkey brain. Focal stimulation of single cortical sites led to the activation of connected cortical locations, 
resulting in a global connectivity map. Here, we have extended this method for mapping brainwide networks 
following stimulation of single subcortical sites. As a testbed, we focused on the basal nucleus of the amygdala 
in the macaque monkey. We describe methods to target basal nucleus locations with submillimeter precision, 
pulse train stimulation methods, and statistical tests for assessing non-random nature of activations. Using these 
methods, we report that stimulation of precisely targeted loci in the basal nucleus produced sparse and specific 
activations in the brain. Activations were observed in the insular and sensory association cortices as well as 
activations in the cingulate cortex, consistent with known anatomical connections. What is new here is that the 
activations were focal and, in some cases, exhibited shifting topography with millimeter shifts in stimulation 
site. The precision of the method enables networks mapped from different nearby sites in the basal nucleus to 
be distinguished. While further investigation is needed to improve the sensitivity of this method, our analyses 
do support the reproducibility and non-random nature of some of the activations. We suggest that INS-fMRI is a 








































Our understanding of functional networks in the brain depends
trongly on the methodologies used to evaluate its connectivity. The
ifferent profiles of these methods offer distinct spatial and temporal
esolutions, as well as local vs. global extents of circuit analysis. With
he addition of new approaches to our toolbox, the view of the brain is
odified, strengthened, and expanded. The introduction of MRI tech-
ology has led to a tsunami of studies on the circuit basis of behavior
nd cognition in humans. In resting state MRI studies, brain networks
re inferred from temporal correlations between brain areas (typically
ith resolutions of 2–3 mm sized voxels). Diffusion based studies in-
er axonal trajectories by following water-based anisotropy. Based on
hese workhorse methods, human brain connectome projects [e.g. Hu-
an Connectome Project (USA), Brainnetome (China), Developing Hu-
an Connectome Project (Europe)] are now prime sources for many
nvestigations of human brain function and disease. Despite these ad-∗ Corresponding author. 
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 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) ances, methods with improved spatial resolution are needed to further
efine the functional specificities of brain networks. 
Nonhuman primate (NHP) models of brain function can complement
uman studies and provide platforms for the development of new tech-
ologies. There are good reasons why NHPs have been longstanding
odels of human brain function. Not only do NHPs have behavioral
epertoires similar to humans (including sensorimotor, cognitive, and
ocial behaviors), NHP brains share more similarities with the human
rain than rodents in terms of size, number of brain areas, and cortical
rganization. Advances in technologies for studying NHP brains with
RI methods now provide a direct link between human MRI studies and
euroanatomical, electrophysiological, and behavioral studies in NHPs.
One recent development in NHP MRI technology is a method for
tudying brain connections termed INS-fMRI ( Xu et al., 2019 ). Infrared
eural stimulation (INS), delivered via optic fibers, induces neuronal fir-
ng via optically induced heat transients. While the mechanism is still
nder study, it is believed that heat transients lead to changes in mem-
rane capacitance and Na and K channel kinetics and subsequent neu- January 2021 
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Fig. 1. Connections of the basal nucleus of the amygdala in the macaque mon- 










































a  onal response ( Ganguly et al., 2019 ; Shapiro et al., 2012 ; Zhu et al.,
019 ). Applications of this method include stimulation of peripheral
erves (for muscle contraction, ( Wells et al., 2005a )), the cochlea (to
vercome deafness, Tan et al., 2018 ), and quail hearts (for pacemak-
ng, Ford et al., 2018 ) (for review, see Chernov and Roe, 2014 ). When
NS is used to stimulate focal (submillimeter) sites in the cerebral cor-
ex, connected sites are activated and can be imaged using ultrahigh
eld MRI; this results in a map of a brain-wide network connected to
 single site. Feedforward and feedback connections can also be distin-
uished based on the laminar patterns of activation. Unlike optogenetics
e.g. ( Gerits et al., 2012 ; Ohayon et al., 2013 )), INS-fMRI can be read-
ly applied to any location in the brain without prior viral transfection.
urrently, it is the only method available for rapid, in vivo , high spatial
esolution, brain-wide scale mapping of networks tied to single submil-
imeter points in the brain. 
We previously developed INS-fMRI for mapping brain connections
rom single sites at the cortical surface, either with or without an inter-
ening artificial dura ( Cayce et al., 2014 ; Xu et al., 2019 ). Parameters
or non-damaging stimulation were developed and intensity-dependent
ctivations established ( Cayce et al., 2014 ; Chernov and Roe, 2014 ).
ased on a tissue penetration depth of about 300 μm ( Wells et al., 2005a ,
005b ), application of INS at the cortical surface was predicted to ac-
ivate cells within the superficial layers of cortex as well as apical den-
rites of deep layer pyramidal cells. The cortico-cortical and subcortical
onnections revealed were consistent with this prediction. 
Here, we extend this capability by developing it for stimulation of
eep brain sites. As a testbed, we focus on the amygdala of the macaque
onkey, because it is considered one of the most interconnected sub-
ortical hubs of the primate brain ( Bickart et al., 2014 ; Tomasi and
olkow, 2011 ). Within the amygdala are two main groups of nuclei: (1)
he basolateral group (including the lateral, basal, and accessory basal
uclei, that establish connections primarily with cortical areas), and (2)
he centromedial group (including the central and medial nuclei, that es-
ablish connections primarily with subcortical structures) ( Amaral et al.,
992 ). The basal nucleus of the amygdala is a region characterized by
 diversity of neuronal responses and exhibits strong connections with
ajor limbic as well as sensory association cortical areas. The circuits
ssociated with the basal nucleus support its role in assigning behavioral
ignificance of incoming stimuli ( “what does it mean ”) ( Barbas, 2007 ;
itkänen and Amaral, 1991 ). While the primary connectional targets
f the basal nucleus, based on neuroanatomical tract tracing studies,
re well known (for a review see (Shumann et al., 2016; Amaral et al.,
992 )), relative differences in connectivity within this nucleus have
een difficult to explore with traditional anatomical methods. 
Here, we demonstrate that the INS-fMRI method can reveal known
ortical connections of the basal nucleus of the amygdala and that stim-
lation of different sites within this nucleus activate distinct networks
n the macaque monkey brain. We show that some of the known con-
ections of the basal nucleus ( Fig. 1 ) are reflected in our results, and
urthermore, that these connections are more focal and specific than
hown in previous anatomical studies utilizing large injections of trac-
rs. These findings indicate that INS-fMRI is a promising novel method
or mapping connections of deep brain structures at high spatial resolu-
ion. 
. Methods 
.1. Macaque monkeys 
Two adult macaque monkeys were used (left and right amygdalae
n Monkey M and right amygdala in Monkey Y). We have analyzed and
resent here 3 sessions and 7 stimulation sites from the left amygdala of
onkey M and 2 sessions and 2 stimulation sites from the right amyg-
ala of monkey Y. In Monkey M Amygdala 1, 5 sessions were used to
est different stimulation paradigms and intensities. Figs. 2-3 show data
rom 2 of these sessions. In Monkey M Amygdala 2, 4 sessions were2 onducted and 5 stimulation sites are presented from the basal nucleus
f the amygdala. Figs. 4-8 show data from these sessions (4 stimula-
ion sites along one penetration #27,#28,#29,#30 and 1 stimulation
ite from a second penetration #46 through the basolateral nucleus of
he amygdala). In Monkey Y Amygdala 3, 9 sessions were conducted.
e illustrate data from 2 sessions containing 2 basolateral stimulation
ites in this monkey ( Figs. 5 and 8 ). In Monkey M, a block design stim-
lation paradigm was used; in Monkey Y, an event-related stimulation
aradigm was used (see below). 
.2. Animal preparation and surgery 
Experiments were conducted in adult rhesus monkeys. All proce-
ures were in accordance with NIH standards and with the approval of
hejiang University Institutional Animal Care Committee. Minor surgery
drilling of burr hole) was conducted just prior to the scan in a surgi-
al suite adjacent to the MR scanner. Monkeys were intubated, placed
n a stereotaxic apparatus, and artificially ventilated. They were se-
ated with ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg)/atropine (0.03 mg/kg)
nd anesthetized with 1–2% isoflurane. After local infiltration of skin
ith lidocaine 1%, a small incision was made in the scalp and a small
urr hole craniotomy was then performed at a stereotaxic location for
argeting the basal nucleus of the amygdala. In Monkey M, a grid was im-
lanted in one hemisphere to aid in the systematic targeting of multiple
ites in different subnuclei of the amygdala. During the entire procedure
he animal’s body temperature was maintained at 37.5–38.5 °C with a
ater blanket. Vital signs (heart rate, SpO 2 , end-tidal CO 2 , and respira-
ion rate) were continuously monitored. During the scan, monkeys were
aintained with either (1) sufentanil (2 to 4 𝜇g/kg per hour CRI (con-
inuous rate infusion); induction, 3 𝜇g/kg supplemented with 0.2–0.5%
soflurane or (2) propofol (2.5–5 mg/kg induction, 0.2–0.6 mg/kg/hr,
upplemented with 0.2–0.5% isoflurane. Vital signs (heart rate, SpO 2 ,
nd-tidal CO 2 , respiration rate, temperature) were continuously moni-
ored. 
.3. INS stimulation paradigm 
We used two INS stimulation paradigms (see Cayce et al., 2014 ,
u et al., 2019 ): (1) Event-related paradigm (see Fig. 3 A) consisted of
rains of optical pulses (1875 nm wavelength) with pulse widths of 250
s delivered at 200 Hz for 0.5 s through a 200um diameter optic fiber.
hirty pulse trains were delivered during a period of 562 s. (2) In the
lock paradigm (see Fig. 5 ), each block consisted of a triplet of pulse
N trains (1x every 3 s) spanning a total of 9 s. The pulse ON blocks
ere repeated 20 times (once per 36 s) over a period of 720 s. Radi-
nt exposures which were shown to be non-damaging ( Chernov et al.,
S. Shi, A.G. Xu, Y.-Y. Rui et al. NeuroImage 231 (2021) 117818 
Fig. 2. Anatomical localization and intensity-dependence of INS 
stimulation. A-B. Amygdala nuclei in macaque monkey. Labels: L, 
B, AB, C, and M stand for the lateral, basal, accessory basal, central 
and medial nuclei of the amygdala respectively. C-F. Localization 
of fiber tip . C: determination of fiber position shown in coronal 
plane. d -F: The depth of fiber tip was localized in the ventral- 
most horizontal section (E) with visible signal dropout due to the 
laser tip (red circle: location of tip) (signal dropout is absent in 
F). In this example, the tip is in the magnocellular subdivision of 
the basal nucleus of the amygdala (depth indicated by yellow line 
in A). G . Activation at the laser tip, 0.3 J/cm 2 . H . Intensity de- 
pendence. Left: Time courses of the fMRI signals at the laser tip. 
As previously described ( Xu et al., 2019 ), at the laser tip, peaks 
occur at a latency of ~2 s from stimulation onset. Right: Relation- 
ship between laser intensity and peak response amplitude at fiber 
tip. Error bars: SEM. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
Fig. 3. INS stimulation paradigm. A . Temporal distribution of INS pulse trains triggered at random onsets. Each pulse train (0.5 s, 200hz, 250us/pulse) consists of 
100 laser pulses (shown expanded above). B . Example of functional images acquired over time, with highlights of the activated voxels at the stimulation site (red 
voxel) and at the presumed connected site (orange voxel) ( p < 0.001). C . Time course of the fMRI signals at the laser tip in response to stimulation in A (red voxel in 
B). Stimulation timepoints (red lines) superimposed on BOLD trace. Correlation values (r) indicated above each trace. D . Time course averaged over repetitions (in 
C). E . Time course of the fMRI signals at a presumed connected site in response to stimulation in A (orange voxel in B). F . Time course averaged over repetitions (in 























014 ) ranged from 0.1–1.0 J/cm 2 . As the fiber tip was in direct con-
act with tissue, for most of the sessions, we used conservative stimula-
ion intensities of 0.1–0.3 J/cm 2 . Block design intensities of 0.1 J/cm 2 
ere roughly equivalent to event-related design intensities of 0.3 J/cm 2 .
ach run (562 s for event-related, 720 s for block design) consisted
f a single intensity. We used all trials in analyses and did not select
rials. 
.4. Data acquisition procedure 
Functional images of voxel size 1.5-mm-isotropic were acquired in
 7-Tesla MR scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a customized3 -channel receive coil (inner diameter 6–7 cm) with a single-loop trans-
it coil (inner diameter 18 cm) and a single-shot echo-planar imaging
EPI) sequence (TE 25 ms; TR 2000 ms; matrix size 86 × 72; flip angle
0°). This coil provided improved homogeneity of temporal signal-to-
oise ratio (tSNR) over regular surface coils, resulting in images with
imilar tSNR values (mean tSNR of gray matter ~75) . Functional im-
ges from opposite phase-encoding direction were also acquired for
orrection of image distortion ( Andersson et al., 2003 ). In addition,
agnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient-Echo (MPRAGE) se-
uence was used to get structural images of voxels size 0.3 and 0.5-mm
sotropic. 
S. Shi, A.G. Xu, Y.-Y. Rui et al. NeuroImage 231 (2021) 117818 
Fig. 4. All slices from a stimulation site in basal nucleus of the amygdala in Monkey M. Site 28 stimulation (0.1 J/cm 2 , p < 0.0001, FDR 5.5%); this site contributed 
to Fig. 5 E-H and Fig. 7 D (slices outlined in yellow and blue, respectively). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.) 
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S. Shi, A.G. Xu, Y.-Y. Rui et al. NeuroImage 231 (2021) 117818 
Fig. 5. Activation in insula and lateral sulcal areas elicited by stimulation of the basal nucleus of the amygdala. A-L. Monkey M. M-P. Monkey Y. A-B. Stimulation site 
in intermediate zone of the basal nucleus. C-D. Schematics of cortical areas in the lateral sulcus, including insular cortical areas. insula: lg, ld, Ri. Auditory areas: 
AI, CM, ML, R, RM. Somatosensory areas: SII, 1–2. ( Saleem and Logothetis, 2012 ) E-H. Activations within the lateral sulcus from posterior ( + 9.5) to anterior ( + 17) 
(9.5 mm, 11 mm, 12,5 mm,17 mm, respectively). Voxels: p < 0.0001 (FDR 5.5%). Black box: approximate regions shown in C-D. I-L: Associated time courses of fMRI 
signal in E-H (mean of significant voxels). Inset: enlarged schematic of each stimulus train (red line). Stimulation: block design, 0.1 J/cm 2 . Error bars: SEM. M-P. 






























n  .5. Detection of significant responses 
Structural and functional images in raw DICOM files from Siemens
canner were converted to NIfTI ( Li et al., 2016 ) and AFNI format.
unctional images were preprocessed with correction for slice timing,
otion, image distortion and baseline shift. Significant responses were
dentified in a commonly used generalized linear model (GLM) ap-
roach, in which the timecourse of each voxel was regressed on the
timulus predictor (see Fig. 3 ). Stimulus predictor was the convolution
etween laser onsets and the standard hemodynamic response function.
egression coefficients were subjected to T-tests. Voxels with significant
-test p-values ( p < 0.0001) were highlighted on top of the structural
mages. For some sessions, comparisons were made between the anal-
ses at different thresholds ( p < 0.005, p < 0.001,) and comparisons with
nd without the cluster size criteria (at least 5 neighboring voxels touch-
ng corners). Individual voxel timecourses were extracted from EPI data
ith AFNI ( Cox, 2012 ) 3dmaskdump. Time-courses were then averaged
ver 20 or 30 repetitions and plotted. Each baseline was estimated with f  
5 he mean MR signal over full timecourse. The analyses were done with
oftware AFNI ( Cox, 2012 ), Nipype ( Gorgolewski et al., 2011 ), Bash, R
nd Python. 
.6. Half-data analysis 
To test reproducibility, the full timecourses were divided into odd
nd even trials. This resulted in 2 halves of the data subjected separately
o GLM tests. This also resulted in 2 sets of activation maps compared
ide by side ( Fig. 6 ). The significant voxels (p-value < 0.0001) common
o the 2 halves of the data were considered as reproducible. 
.7. Permutation test 
We noted that not all activations survived the stringent cutoffs from
tandard GLM analysis. We believe that this may be due to the small
umber of trials collected and indicate that more trials are needed in
uture studies. To further examine the likelihood that these voxel pat-
S. Shi, A.G. Xu, Y.-Y. Rui et al. NeuroImage 231 (2021) 117818 
Fig. 6. Reliability of activation patterns . Half-trial (total n = 20) comparisons 
of activation following focal stimulation from a single site in the basal nucleus 
of amygdala (site E in Fig. 7 , block design, 0.1 J/cm 2 ). A-B. Three consecutive 
sections (AP: + 9.5, + 11, + 12.5) showing activation maps obtained from 10 odd 






























































































S  erns are due to random chance, we developed a permutation test which
s a bootstrapping method for generating a distribution of chance lev-
ls. Our monkey fMRI data contains about 200,000 voxels. Therefore,
he connection detection involves the simultaneous tests of hundreds of
housands of hypotheses. To correct for false positives (Type-1 errors),
ultiple testing correction has been performed. We do so with both
enjamini-Hochberg correction, and the randomization-based permuta-
ion tests. In the permutation tests, we take the original timecourse of
ach voxel, and randomly shuffle the timepoint labels to create 10,000
ew timecourses for each voxel. We then performed the same response
etection analysis (fMRI GLM analysis) on these new timecourses. In this
ay, we get 10,000 new p-values from the randomized data. Lastly, we
alculate the fraction of these p-values that are more or equally signifi-
ant than the p-value from the real data. This fraction is the permutation
djusted p-value (perm-p) for the real data. 
.8. Image alignment 
All structural and functional images were co-registered to the digital
ersion of rhesus monkey atlas ( Reveley et al., 2017 ; Saleem and Logo-
hetis, 2012 ) with AFNI programs 3dAllineate and 3dNwarpApply. With
hese atlases, annotations of brain regions were then assigned to all im-
ged voxels. Stimulation sites were determined in structural images on
hich the tip of the optic fiber was dark and distinct from tissues (see
ig. 2 C-F). 
. Results 
For this study, we stimulated the left and right amygdala of monkey
 and right amygdala of monkey Y. As a testbed for using the INS-fMRI
ethod for stimulation in deep brain areas, we focused on the basal
ucleus. This nucleus is the origin of robust projections to components
f the limbic system, including sensory association areas such as the
nsula and the cingulate cortices (e.g. Amaral et al., 1992 ; Jezzini et al.,
015 ; Morecraft et al., 2007 ; Morecraft and van Hoesen, 1992 ). 
To help establish and test the capabilities of this method, we de-
eloped methods to accurately target stimulation, tested intensity de-
endence of stimulation, and evaluated methods for quantifying activa-6 ions in response to different stimulation paradigms. To test whether this
ethod would reliably reveal activation of brain networks, we examined
hether stimulation in the basal nucleus of the amygdala would: (1) ac-
ivate insula and/or cingulate cortex, (2) would reveal focal or broad
onnections, and (3) would be useful for studying potential topography
f networks associated with basal nucleus. Briefly, we find reliable ac-
ivation in the insula and sensory association areas near the insula and
eak activation in the cingulate. 
.1. Accurate targeting of the optical fiber and INS stimulation 
The location of the fiber tip in the amygdala was assessed based
n a high-resolution structural scan used to segment the amygdala into
ts component nuclei. The nuclear boundaries outlined in the structural
mages were then superimposed on the functional images. An exam-
le of how the stimulation site was anatomically localized is shown in
ig. 2 . Using the stereotaxic coordinates calculated based on the initial
tructural scan ( Fig. 2 A, B), we precisely targeted a preselected site in
he amygdala. An example of how the stimulation site was anatomi-
ally localized is shown in Fig. 2 C-F. Based on stereotaxic coordinates
 Saleem and Logothetis, 2012 ), we lowered a single 200um optic fiber
nto the brain to target the dorsal region of the basal nucleus of the
mygdala. The fiber optic and its tip location was tracked by high reso-
ution anatomical MPRAGE scans. In the coronal plane, the presence of a
ertical line of signal dropout (due to susceptibility artifact of the fiber
lass) clearly identified the fiber location in the antero-posterior and
edio-lateral axes ( Fig. 2 C). In the dorso-ventral axis, high resolution
natomical slices were obtained at 0.3 mm resolution. The tip location
as determined by observing sequential horizontal slices. The fiber lo-
ation (red circles) appears as a dot of signal dropout ( Figs. 2 D and 2 E)
nd disappears in Fig. 2 F; we therefore inferred the fiber tip location
o be at the horizontal level of Fig. 2 E. This determination has an error
f not more than 0.3 mm, sufficiently precise for amygdala subnuclear
ocalization. 
.2. Intensity-dependent response at the laser tip 
As shown in Fig. 2 , INS stimulation of an optic fiber placed in the
orsal region of the basal nucleus of the amygdala resulted in activation
t the fiber tip (red voxels). At a stimulation intensity of 0.3 J/cm 2 , the
timulation site is quite clear and focal ( p < 0.001). By varying the stimu-
ation intensity from 0.1 – 0.7 J/cm 2 , a clear intensity-dependence was
bserved, as shown in the BOLD signal response ( Fig. 2 H: left, colored
ines; right, plotted against radiant exposure). This intensity-dependent
OLD relationship suggests that increasing INS intensity leads to in-
reased neuronal response. 
.3. INS stimulation paradigm reveals activations at connected sites 
Previously we developed INS stimulation paradigms that employed
rains of optical pulses with pulse widths of 250 𝜇s delivered at 200 Hz
or 0.5 s through a 200 μm diameter optic fiber ( Cayce et al., 2014 ;
u et al., 2019 ). As determined by water absorption characteristics,
NS stimulation was spatially confined to a small volume of brain tis-
ue, roughly a few hundred microns in diameter ( Cayce et al., 2014 ;
ells et al., 2005a ). Radiant exposures from 0.1–1.0 J/cm 2 were shown
o be non-damaging ( Chernov and Roe, 2014 ). Here given that the tip is
urrounded by tissue without any intervening artificial dura, we conser-
atively reduced our stimulation intensities to 0.1–0.7 J/cm 2 . In prac-
ice, as illustrated below, we find that radiant energies of 0.1–0.3 J/cm 2 
n the amygdala were sufficient to achieve activation at connected sites.
We experimented with two types of stimulation paradigms in the
mygdala: event-related and block design. The event related stimula-
ion method is shown in Fig. 3 . Thirty pulse trains ( Fig. 3 A, below, red
ertical line: one pulse train) were delivered during a period of 562 s.
timulations were delivered at random intervals (between 10 and 28 s)































































Fig. 7. Topography of cortical connectivity with basal nucleus of amygdala . 
A-B . Estimated nuclear boundaries in the amygdala and the anatomical location 
of three stimulation sites shown as red dots and marked as D, E, and F. C. Par- 
cellation of the insula and the surrounding temporal sulcal areas based on the 
Saleem and Logothetis atlas. D-F . Series of coronal activation maps correspond- 
ing to the stimulation sites D, E, and F in the basal nucleus (panel A). The maps 
are arranged from left to right in an anterior-to-posterior progression (AP: + 17, 
+ 14, + 11, + 8). Voxels thresholded at p < 0.0001 (FDR D: 5.5%, E: 14%, F: 6.7%). 










c  o reduce false positives (e.g. from simple oscillations). The duration of
ach pulse train was 0.5 second and consisted of 100 pulses of 250 𝜇s
expanded in Fig. 3 A, above). Voxel responses were tracked over time
 Fig. 3 B). As shown in Fig. 3 C, each pulse train led to a robust and re-
iable BOLD response at the laser tip and produced a high correlation
alue ( r = 0.85). Time-courses were then averaged over 30 repetitions
nd plotted ( Fig. 3 D). In the block design method (shown in Fig. 5 ), each
lock consisted of a triplet of pulse ON trains (1x every 3 s) spanning a
otal of 9 s. The pulse ON blocks were repeated 20 times (once per 36 s)
ver a period of 720 s; thus, effectively the interstimulus period was
9.5 s. We found that, while event-related stimulation is most similar
o our optical imaging methods, it achieves comparatively weak activa-
ion at connected sites ( Fig 3 E, r = 0.31, averaged timecourse shown at
ight). Block design is more robust and reliable (see Fig. 5 ). Note that, to
ermit visualization of focal activations, cluster size criteria were gener-
lly not used (see Fig. 8 ). Both designs produced very focal stimulation
ites (typically single voxel). This is consistent with the delivery of a
patially and temporally confined heat bolus to the tissue (thermal con-
nement regime of energy transfer to water, Wells et al. 2005) and also
onsistent cortical stimulation studies ( Xu et al., 2019 ); optical imaging
tudies have shown that stimulation at these intensities remain focal
nd submillimeter in size ( Cayce et al., 2011 , 2014). We did not find
ny evidence of ‘spreading’ of activation’. 
At each stimulation site, we conducted multiple runs of INS stim-
lation. Each run consisted of a single intensity, delivered with either
vent-related or block design. Typically, data from 3–4 intensities would
e acquired at each site. After completion of data collection from a site,
he fiber would be advanced further downward, another high spatial
esolution anatomical run was acquired for tip localization, and another
eries of acquisitions was obtained. Typically, 3–4 sites would be stud-
ed in a single penetration. Upon completion of the session, the fiber
ould be removed and the animal recovered. 
.4. Stimulation of punctate sites in the amygdala resulted in discrete 
emote activations 
We show full slices resulting from stimulation in a single site in the
asolateral nucleus of the amygdala in Monkey M. Fig. 4 shows all coro-
al slices of Site 28 stimulation (0.1 J/cm 2 , p < 0.0001, FDR 5.5%); this
ite contributed to Fig. 5 E-H (slices outlined in yellow), and Fig. 7 D
slices outlined in blue). These slices illustrate the specificity of con-
ected sites and that activated sites are quite focal. This sparsity is typ-
cal of what we observe in all of our stimulation sites. We next sought
o evaluate whether these activations could be compatible with known
natomical connections or whether they are simply noise. 
.5. Activations are consistent with known anatomical connections: insula 
 lateral sulcus 
An example result of INS stimulation is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In this
ase, the fiber tip was estimated to be localized to the intermediate re-
ion, between the magnocellular and parvocellular regions of the basal
ucleus ( Fig. 5 A and B). The stimulation of this site resulted in the ac-
ivation of a distinct cluster of voxels (E-H: p < 0.0001, FDR 5.5%) in
he insula (representative schematics of insula shown in 5C and D), as
ell as small patches of cortex in the surrounding lateral sulcal regions
hat extended anterior-posteriorly from + 9.5 mm to + 17 mm. Notably,
hese clusters were focal and sparse, leading to an impression of high
pecificity. 
Figs. 5 E-H show the pattern of activation in four different coro-
al sections along the anterior-posterior axis of the brain. The acti-
ated voxels included the retroinsular region and the granular and dys-
ranular insula (Id) (5E through H), auditory areas CM, RM and R, as
ell as patches of the secondary somatosensory cortex SII. The antero-
osterior extent of insular activation parallels the previously described
insular stripes’ within the dysgranular insula ( Evrard, 2019 ). Moreover,7 his stripe-like activation falls primarily in the ventral portion, a re-
ion which corresponds to dysgranular insula, consistent with labeling
rom anatomical tracer injections in basal and basal accessory nuclei
 Amaral and Price, 1984 ; Jezzini et al., 2015 ). The strong insula activa-
ion is surrounded by light activation in secondary somatosensory cor-
ex and medial belt auditory cortical activation. Single voxel activations
ere seen in SII and perhaps area 7 in Fig. 5 E-G. In auditory cortex the
ctivation included both rostral (R, RM) and caudal (CM) auditory core
nd belt subdivisions of the auditory cortex. This pattern of activation
orresponds to some of the connectivity patterns previously shown in






























































































































e  ract tracing studies (summarized by Amaral et al., 1992 and confirmed
ith additional details by Barbas and de Olmos, 1990 ; Ghashghaei and
arbas, 2002 ; Jezzini et al., 2015 ; Yukie, 2002 ), though studies have fo-
used on cortico-cortical connections in auditory belt cortex rather than
ubcortical regions ( Hackett et al., 2014 ; Smiley et al., 2007 ). The dif-
culty of stimulating exactly the same subnuclear site of the amygdala
nd the considerable inter-individual variations in connectivity may ex-
lain the observed differences. 
We then examined the timecourses of the BOLD activations at these
resumed connected sites. Significant voxels were selected at a level of
 < 0.0001. The average time course of the fMRI signal in these voxels
shown in Figs 5 I-L) show increased fMRI signals at the expected la-
ency after the stimulus triplet (vertical red lines) and with a magnitude
onsistent with the BOLD response. 
We show that an event related stimulation paradigm could achieve
imilar results (the right amygdala in monkey Y, Fig. 5 M-P). This also
esulted in ipsilateral activation sites in the insula and in somatosensory
ortex but no activation in auditory areas. However, the significance of
esponses in this case was lower ( p < 0.001, FDR 7.7%), illustrating the
eaker effect of this stimulation paradigm. 
.6. Reliability of activation patterns 
We carried out additional tests to examine the possibility that the ob-
erved activations were due to noise. Indeed, the punctate and relatively
parse distribution of activated voxels raised the possibility that the ac-
ive voxels are due to random fluctuations. If this were the case, it would
redict a high degree of variability in activation from one stimulation
vent to the next. That is, the small number of voxels activated by each
timulation would be in different locations generating non-overlapping
aps across stimulations. If, however, the pattern of activation is not
andom, the activation pattern would tend to show significant over-
ap across trials even if on some trials the voxels in question fail to
ross threshold. Indeed, if the laser tip activates only a few voxels in
he amygdala, we expect the remote activation to vary in intensity but
ot in location. 
To test the reliability of the observed activation patterns, we took
he data from one run at stimulation site #30 (20 stimulations) and
plit them into two groups of 10; one block contained the odd trials and
he other 10 the even trials. We then compared the activations between
hese two blocks of trials. Fig. 6 A shows the activation maps derived
rom the odd trials and Fig. 6 B from the even trials (with a threshold of
 < 0.0001, FDR 6.7%). We observed that overall, these maps were highly
imilar. Similar to what is seen in Fig. 5 , common sites were located in
he insula, SII, and auditory cortex. It appears that the activations within
he lateral sulcus are largely reproducible. We conclude that if the same
luster of voxels are activated on a different half set of trials within the
ame run, then it is likely to reflect a reliable connection. 
We also used a statistical argument to evaluate the possibility that
he observed activation pattern can be explained by random fluctua-
ions. We shuffled the location of the significant voxels across all pos-
ible voxels. In a single scan, there are 36,030 voxels in a single EPI
mage, and 222,912 voxels in the entire monkey brain. For example,
e took the 70 significant voxels (p-value 0.0001) from stimulation site
30 ( Fig. 6 ) and noted that 50 voxels were located in the lateral sul-
us. We than performed both Fisher’s exact test and a simulation test
o estimate the probability for a such clustering in the lateral sulcus . In
he Fisher’s exact test, we found that voxel significance and location in
he lateral sulcus are independent events (p-value < 2.2e-16, odds ra-
io 764), i.e., there is an enrichment of significant voxels in the lateral
ulcus (defined here as a combination of brain regions CM, RM, R, SII,
g, Id, Ri, 7op, A1, AL), resulting in 771 voxels within the lateral sul-
us. For the simulation test, we randomly sampled 70 significant voxels
ver the whole brain, and then counted the number of significant voxels
ocated in lateral sulcus. We repeated this for 100,000 simulations (See
upplementary information). We found that in most of the simulations8 79%), there were no significant voxels located in the lateral sulcus. In
ome simulations (19%), we found only 1 significant voxel in the lateral
ulcus. None of the random samplings resulted in 50 voxels in lateral
ulcus. We therefore conclude that the probability for our enrichment
f 71% (50 out of 70) significant voxels in lateral sulcus is virtually 0
y chance. 
.7. Topography of connectivity: nearby sites in the amygdala activate 
earby voxels 
In sensory (and motor) systems there are well-established topo-
raphic relationships between the thalamic and cortical maps. For exam-
le, a ’point-to-point’ mapping has been described in the visual system
or the connectivity between the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thala-
us and the primary visual cortex. However, little is known about the
opography of connectivity between single nuclei in the amygdala and
ortical target areas. Here, we examined whether focal stimulation of
equential points in the amygdala might reveal shifting activations in
he cortex. 
We stimulated three sites within the basal nucleus of the amygdala.
wo of the stimulation sites were co-linear in the vertical axis ( Fig. 7 A-B,
ites D and E indicated by upper and lower red dots). A third stimula-
ion site (site F on Fig. 7 A) was slightly more medial from the other two
ites. All three sites were located in the basal nucleus of the amygdala
panning the intermediate and parvocellular portions of the basal nu-
leus ( Fig. 7 A) most likely including portions of the intermediate and
arvocellular subdivisions. Activations in the lateral sulcus from each
f the sites are shown in Fig 7 D, E, F with corresponding atlas sec-
ions at AP +17, 14, 11 and 8 depicted in 7C. We observed that these
timulations all resulted in varying degrees of activation in neighbor-
ng sites including the insula (Id, Ig, Pi, Ri), somatosensory (SII), and
uditory cortical areas (AL, R, RM, CM) (see Fig 7 C). As shown in Fig.
 D, stimulation at the dorsal site produced activations in auditory (AL,
) and insula (Id) at AP+17; auditory (RM), insula (Id, Ig), and SII at
P+14; insula (Id,Ig) and somatosensory (SII, 1–2) at AP +11; and a
ingle voxel in CM at AP +8. The next site of stimulation was about
 mm ventral to that and was most likely in the parvocellular subdivi-
ion of the basal nucleus ( Fig. 7 A). As shown in Fig. 7 E, the stimula-
ion of this site produced more robust and quasi-overlapping activation
ith the dorsal site. Specifically, at AP+17 separate clusters of activa-
ions are present in AL, R and RM while at AP+14 intense activation
f RM, Id and SII is present. This is even more pronounced at AP+11.
audally at AP+8, two small foci of activation occur in parietal area
op and 7b. The third stimulation site in Fig. 7 F, located slightly me-
ial to that in 7E, resulted in a much weaker pattern of activation in
ll areas. Note the very focal (1–2 voxel) activations rostrally in the in-
ula and the claustrum at AP+17. At AP +11, there were single voxel
ctivations in insula and somatosensory cortex (SII), while at AP+8 fo-
al activations were found in insula (Id, Ig), caudal insular region Ri,
nd 7op. 
In sum, the most dorsal site, D, in the intermediate basal nucleus,
voked robust activation in insula (Id, Ig, Ri), with some focal activa-
ions in auditory (RM) and somatosensory cortex (SII). From the medial
ite, E, similar but stronger activations appeared in the auditory, insula
nd somatosensory cortices. In contrast, the ventral most site, F, notably
acked much auditory or somatosensory activation, and predominantly
ed to focal activations in insula, as well as in claustrum. These activation
atterns point to different profiles of activation in the dorsal/middle,
nd ventral regions of the basal nucleus, echoing an even more discrete
opography than can be seen with most studies of anatomical tract trac-
ng ( Price, 1999 ). 
.8. Activations of cingulate cortex 
We also examined activation in the cingulate cortex ( Fig. 8 ). Three
xamples are shown from 2 hemispheres in two monkeys and they illus-
S. Shi, A.G. Xu, Y.-Y. Rui et al. NeuroImage 231 (2021) 117818 
Fig. 8. Focal and patchy nature of remote responses . Stimulation of basal nucleus in amygdala induces responses in the ipsilateral cingulate cortex. 3 examples 
shown. A-C . Stimulation sites (red dots) of D,E,F , respectively. D-F: Activations in cingulate. D: Monkey M site #46 (GLM p < 0.0001, FDR 11.6%), E: Monkey M site 
#27 (permutation p < 0.002; also see Supp Fig. 1 ). F: Monkey Y (GLM p < 0.001). Activations indicated by arrowheads: Yellow (cingulate 23, 24), White (retrosplenial 
29/30), Red (medial prefrontal 25, 32), Orange (visual V2). Monkey M block design, 0.1 J/cm 2 . Monkey Y event-related design, 0.1 J/cm 2 . (For interpretation of the 














































































s  rate the results of somewhat different stimulation paradigms and dif-
erent analysis methods. In both monkeys the stimulation sites were lo-
ated in the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala (shown in Fig. 8 A-C). In
onkey M ( Fig. 8 A, 8 D, stimulation site #46; Fig. 8 B, 8 E, stimulation site
27), data were collected with block design; in Monkey Y ( Fig. 8 C, 8 F),
ata were collected with event-related design. We also show two meth-
ds of evaluating the data: standard GLM analysis for voxel significance
nd a permutation adjusted p value analysis for assessment of deviation
rom chance levels. 
As shown in Fig. 8 D (Monkey M Site #46, p < 0.0001, FDR 11.6%),
everal patches (yellow arrowheads) of activation are observed over the
ntero-posterior expanse of the cingulate cortex (areas 23 and 24). In
ddition, two other activations appeared in retrosplenial (area 30) and
edial parietal (area 7) locations. In Fig. 8 E (Monkey M Site #27, per-
utation adjusted p < 0.002, see Methods), a pattern of patches along the
ingulate in areas 23 and 24 was also observed; in addition, 2 patches
ere observed in medial prefrontal 25 and 32. In Fig. 8 F (Monkey Y,
 < 0.001), similar focal activations in the cingulate were also observed,
lthough significance was weaker due to the event-related paradigm. In
ll 3 cases, activations were observed in the cingulate, consistent with
xpectations from anatomical tracer studies (cf. Morecraft et al., 2007 ,
oh et al. 2018). 
In contrast to anatomical studies, connectivity patterns consisted of a
igh degree of focal patches; these patches are not due to ghosting (Supp
ig. 1 ). The patches in the three cases are in slightly different locations
long the cingulate, likely due to the different locations of stimulation
ites in the amygdala. We suggest these may relate to the known face,
rm, and leg motor topography in each of areas 23 and 24 previously
hown in monkey ( Morecraft et al., 2007 ) and human cingulate (Loh
t al. 2018). 
We also examined alternative ways to assess randomness. When the
ermutation test (see Methods) was applied to the data from Monkey
 site #27, we found that the several patches in cingulate cortex sur-
ived the test to a level of perm- p < 0.002 ( Fig. 8 E); these included
 cingulate patches and 2 medial prefrontal patches. The randomized
imecourses do not show better correlation with the stimulus paradigm
or these patches. Moreover, no other voxels appear to be significant.
hus, this suggests that at least some of the cingulate connectivity and
edial prefrontal connectivity is non-random. However, further studies
re required to further verify these findings. 9 In sum, stimulation of a single focal submillimeter site in the basal
ucleus of the amygdala revealed a network of focal nodes in different
ocations in the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex ( Morecraft et al.,
007 ) and the medial prefrontal cortex ( Carmichael and Price, 1995 ;
rice, 1999 ; Sharma et al., 2020 ), sites that are consistent with the
nown anatomical connectivity of the basal nucleus. Note that we do
ot see statistically significant voxels in orbitofrontal cortex, entorhi-
al cortex, perirhinal cortex, the anterior temporal pole. This may be
ecause the several sites studied here did not connect to these areas;
lternatively, this may be due, in part, to the loss in signal-to-noise at
he base of the brain due to proximity to the sinuses. Stimulation of sin-
le sites outside the amygdala (e.g. a site in the putamen, Supp Fig. 2 )
evealed connectivity quite distinct from that of the basal nucleus. Im-
ortantly, in a manner that is not always evident from anatomical stud-
es these inferred connections were highly focal and patchy. Together
hese results suggest that INS induced activations were not random or
on-specific and the INS-fMRI method can reveal, and potentially dis-
riminate between highly specific and focal network maps. 
. Discussion 
Development of focal deep brain stimulation method . We have previ-
usly shown that laser-fMRI stimulation (neural infrared laser stimu-
ation applied focally to an area of the cortical surface smaller than
.5 mm in a highfield MRI) activates mesoscale networks. These net-
orks are consistent with anatomical networks connected to the stim-
lated site ( Xu et al., 2019 ). Here, we investigated whether a similar
pproach can reveal broader cortical networks associated with single
ubcortical stimulation site. We chose to stimulate the basal nucleus of
he amygdala because this nucleus is a hub of connectivity where mul-
iple cortical-amygdala processing loops intersect ( Bickart et al., 2014 ;
othard 2020). As such, the basal nucleus is the origin of numerous
rojections that target limbic and sensory cortical areas. These projec-
ions are likely to signal the affective and social significance of sensory
timuli computed by the basolateral nuclei of the amygdala. To target
his small region of the brain (roughly 5 × 5 × 5 mm in size), we de-
eloped new methodologies to reliably activate submillimeter locations
nline within the MRI (to within 0.3 mm resolution). We also devel-
ped methods to achieve reliable, intensity-dependent stimulation, and
howed that both event-related and block design paradigms are capa-




































































































































e  le of revealing consistent BOLD activations in target sites. Some sites
xhibited strong connectivity, while others require greater number of
rials to achieve a similar level of activation. 
Multiple lines of evidence suggest that these connections are real and non-
andom . Despite the relative sparseness and, in some cases, weakness, of
hese activations, we find their specificity of connectivity to be rather
ompelling. Several aspects of these activation sites indicate they are
ot random or non-specific activations. (1) Activation patterns matched
nown anatomical targets of the basal amygdala, especially efferent pro-
ections of the basal nucleus. (2) From a single stimulation site in the
asal nucleus, activations over 7 mm of slices revealed stable activa-
ion profiles in the insula, somatosensory, and auditory cortices ( Fig 5 ).
3) Activations exhibited focal, patchy profiles ( Figs 4 - 8 ), reminiscent
f cortical connectivity patterns and known functional organizations.
4) Spatially shifted stimulation sites within the basal nucleus gave rise
o spatially shifted activation patterns that were partially overlapping
nd functionally consistent ( Fig. 7 ). (5) Lateral sulcus and cingulate tar-
ets were demonstrated following stimulation of several sites and in two
nimals ( Fig. 3 - 8 ). (6) Single voxel activations appeared to be highly
pecific, such as that in the claustrum and in each of auditory areas
L, R, and RM ( Fig. 7 ), or in the medial prefrontal cortex and in the
etrosplenial cortex ( Fig. 8 ). (7) Some activations, such as that in the
nsula, survived half and half analysis ( Fig. 6 ). (8) Stimulation of non-
mygdala sites failed to elicit the activation of the targets activated by
mygdala stimulation (Supp. Fig. 2). (9) We further tested for the possi-
ility that activations were due to random noise. We used voxel shuffling
o show that the likelihood of achieving the observed voxel pattern was
xtremely low and our calculations of the permutation adjusted p value
from bootstrapping the voxel timecourses) supported the non-random
ature of weak responses ( Fig. 8 ). Thus, we believe that, on the whole,
hese activations were not spurious and reflect true connectivity. 
INS-fMRI may become a new addition to the existing toolkit. Stimulation
n conjunction with fMRI has been previously used for mapping of corti-
al networks. Tolias et al. (2005) first demonstrated that electrical stim-
lation in monkey V1 in the fMRI (es-fMRI) could reveal activation at
onnected sites in V2/V3 and MT. In a study that directly compared elec-
rical stimulation with resting state connectivity, Matsui et al. (2011) re-
orted that electrically evoked intrahemispheric connections reflected
natomical connectivity, whereas interhemispheric connectivity was
ikely due to synchrony arising from complex network interactions. In
umans, Oya et al. (2017) mapped effective connectivity using intracra-
ial electrical stimulation and fMRI. Optogenetics has also contributed
ell-type specific approaches to mapping circuits and simultaneously ex-
mining modulatory effects of such stimulation in the MRI (Leong et al.,
erits et al., 2012 , Ohayon et al., 2013 ). These have been the pioneers
f functional circuit mapping from single node stimulation in the brain.
Adding INS-fMRI to these methods has several advantages. The pri-
ary advantage of this method is the focality of the energy delivery.
ompared to other stimulation methods used in conjunction with MRI,
he INS stimulus is relatively small and focal. The stimulus is a brief train
f transient light-induced heat pulses (250us/pulse, 100 pulses delivered
ver 0.5 s). While the mechanism is still under study, it has been shown
hat delivery of near infrared light to tissue at wavelengths correspond-
ng to the peaks of water absorption leads to efficient energy transfer
nd drives action potentials effectively ( Cayce et al., 2014 ; Wells et al.,
005b ). As shown with optical imaging and electrophysiological meth-
ds, the effect of INS stimulation delivered through a 200um fiber optic
s confined to single ocular dominance columns (~0.4 mm wide), result-
ng in highly specific activation of eye-matched local cortical networks
 Cayce et al., 2014 ); this result parallels similar studies conducted with
ptogenetics ( Chernov et al., 2018 ). Thus, in deep tissue, we estimate
hat the effective volume of tissue activated through a 200um fiber op-
ic is also submillimeter in size. Moreover, given that we have conser-
atively stayed in the 0.1–0.3 J/cm 2 intensity range, it is likely that the
ffective volume is within ~0.5 mm. In sum, unlike electrical stimula-
ion, INS-fMRI does not suffer from current spread or from significant10 RI signal dropout at the electrode tip. It is also simpler to use than
ptogenetics as no viral transfection is required to achieve sensitivity
o optical stimulation, making all sites in the brain potential targets for
timulation. However, its shortcoming is the lack of cell type specificity.
e suggest that INS-fMRI guided optogenetic injections and electrical
ecording may be part of a future systems neuroscience strategies. 
The BOLD signals at connected sites are not due to heat effects . In the
RI, temperature changes are accompanied by resonance frequency
hifts. This means that at the fiber optic stimulation site at least part
f the ‘activation signal’ is due to some non-neural component related
o temperature change. However, at connected sites, the signal is not
ue thermal effects and is most likely due to BOLD derived from post-
ynaptic activation ( Xu et al., 2019 ). We have confirmed this with both
xperimental and modeling methods ( Zhang et al., 2019 ). 
INS revealed discrete and punctate connectivity from the basal nucleus .
e show that stimulation of the basal nucleus activates individual vox-
ls or small clusters of voxels in the cingulate, insula, auditory, so-
atosensory, and association areas of the temporal cortex, consistent
ith the known anatomical connections reported by tract tracing studies
 Amaral et al., 1992 ; Buckwalter et al., 2008 ; Evrard, 2019 ; Freese and
maral, 2005 ; Jezzini et al., 2015 ; Morecraft et al., 2007 ; Morecraft and
an Hoesen, 1992 ; Smiley et al., 2007 ; Stefanacci and Amaral, 2002 ;
ukie, 2002 ). Distinct from traditional anatomical studies, the activa-
ions were sparse and more focal than revealed by traditional anatomi-
al tracing studies. Indeed, one of the primary and important points of
his study is the idea that amygdala connectivity is highly specific at a
ocal millimeter scale. That is, in contrast to anatomical tracers which
abel a relatively large cluster of projection neurons at the injection site,
ocal INS stimulation activates a small cluster of neurons which project
n a highly specific way to discrete sites in the cortex and other targets.
imilar, precise patterns of connectivity have been demonstrated with
mall tracer injections in many brain regions in multiple species and it
s encouraging to see it replicated with this method with even more fo-
al precision. Therefore, each focal stimulation site produces a subset of
ctivation targets previously evoked by larger stimulation sites, but may
ot activate all the sites expected due to a specific spatial placement of
he laser. This potentially offers important mm-scale topographic and
unctional specificity to our understanding of amygdala connectivity. 
The focal nature of these connections is reminiscent of previously
escribed anatomical patchy cortical connections and is in line with
he column-specific connectivity patterns found in the visual system.
 potentially important application of this method is mapping the to-
ography of connectivity in the brain. Our data show that details of
he connectivity pattern change from one locus to another within the
asal nucleus, providing a novel instrument to explore shifting patterns
f connectivity in vivo ( Fig. 7 ). We also suggest that the patchy pattern
bserved along the cingulate ( Fig. 8 ) reflects the known face, arm, and
eg motor topography in each of areas 23 and 24 previously shown in
onkey ( Morecraft et al., 2007 ) and human (Loh et al. 2018) cingulate.
his technique may therefore overcome the challenges of achieving the
lacement of multiple, closely spaced, non-contiguous, small tracer in-
ections in traditional tract tracing studies. In sum, results from basal
ucleus of the amygdala open possibilities for studying point-to-point
rain connections from deep structures in vivo . 
Potential sources of weak BOLD correlations . Due to the highly fo-
al nature of INS stimulation, the methodology for routinely achiev-
ng strong, reliable signal remains to be improved. Fluctuation in anes-
hetic plane and the associated baseline variability may be one possible
ause of weak connectivity. Another factor may be the presence of on-
oing low frequency oscillations in the brain. In event-related stimula-
ion paradigm, we randomized our stimulation to avoid stimulating at
ommonly encountered frequencies of slow oscillations. However, com-
arison of randomized and non-randomized event-related runs did not
eveal any statistically significant differences (not shown). It may be
hat in many cases the activation is weak but the connection is not. For
xample, the small number of stimulated neurons may give rise to mul-












































































































iple axon collaterals which spread across the target in a patchy man-
er, resulting in weak activations. In contrast, targets like the insula
ay be loci of strong axonal convergence, resulting in a stronger ac-
ivation. Other differences in activation profiles, such as feedforward
s feedback type connections, may also result in quantitative response
agnitude differences. Importantly, there is always the issue of signal
ropout near sinuses at the base of the skull (e.g. orbitofrontal cortex or
ntorhinal and perirhinal cortices) which may also contribute to a lack
f strong activation. Finally, inter-individual variation in the anatomy of
he amygdala or in amygdala-cortical connectivity may explain why we
id not replicate every detail of the activation pattern between monkey
 and Y. 
Limitations of this method. Despite the exciting capabilities of this
ethod, there remain several limitations. (1) It is unclear whether the
onnectivity inferred from the activation pattern correspond to monosy-
aptic or polysynapic connections. Previously, we had shown that many
oxels were consistent with monosynaptic connectivity and some voxels
onsistent with disynaptic connectivity (e.g. V1 to contralateral thala-
us). We also showed that trisynaptic connectivity is unlikely, due to
eclining signal strength at each subsequent synapse ( Xu et al., 2019 ).
2) Based on experiments thus far, it is unclear whether activations re-
ect afferent or efferent basal amygdala. However, additional high spa-
ial resolution laminar imaging may provide the needed information to
istinguish feedforward vs. feedback connectivity ( Xu et al., 2019 ). (3)
hether this method is effective at revealing diffuse connections also
emains unknown. It is possible that weak or diffuse connections may
ot achieve statistical significance and would fail to be revealed. These
imitations also point toward ways to improving this method. A more
ystematic mapping of connectivity with larger numbers of trials where
ach stimulation site is activated multiple times to test and re-test the
ctivation patterns across time would undoubtedly bring to light the
ower and promise of this method. 
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